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London’s Biggest Play Street

Summary

On Saturday 10th August the first of the 
three play streets took place in Grand 
Avenue, Smithfield. Around 300 parents 
and children arrived between midday and 
4pm on that day and were able to engage 
in free play activities using equipment that 
had been sourced previously and set up 
on the day by a team of 10 playworkers 
coordinated by an experienced playwork 
lead. 

The aim was to 
allow children 
to take over 
the street 
space outside 
the soon to 
be Museum of 
London (MoL)
and to watch 
what happened. 
We wanted to give children as much 
freedom as possible so we created a 
structured environment of loose parts so 
that they could play as they chose. This 
philosophy of play is well researched and 
the playworkers were experienced and 
could support this to happen, rather than 
lead.

Over the following two weekends the 
numbers grew, with 700 attending on 
17 August and many more on 25th when 
the play street moved to the Smithfield 
Rotunda as part of the Beastly Streets 
event and the culmination of Play the Mile.

The loose parts, largely found objects, 
were spread out in a large, safe space, 
which gave children the opportunity 
to play, build, cut and create however 
they like.  Instead of specific toys and 

London’s Biggest Play Street was part of the Culture Mile programme 
and was delivered by Museum of London in partnership with Islington 
Play Association and ZCD Architects. The three play streets took place 
on separate weekend days in August 2019. This report is an informal 
evaluation which looks out the aims of the project, how it was 
conceived and planned, the experience of the sessions themselves 
and wider opportunities and outcomes.

equipment, this gave them the freedom to 
imagine and invent their own play. 

The Play Street project offered a number 
of potential outcomes:

 - Outreach to partners in local boroughs 
and beyond

 - A pilot from which future projects 
could learn 

 - Ideas for how the public realm could be 
transformed as part of the relocation of 
the MoL to its Smithfield site 

 - The chance to evaluate free play and 
families’ use of space and see what it 
might offer MoL

At the end of the three sessions we are 
able to take stock and look at what has 
been achieved. Photographs were taken at 
each session and a roving interviewer held 
short interviews with children and parents. 
Playworkers gave their impression in 
debrief sessions alongside other feedback 
from Eleanor Image at PATH and Lucy 
Benson at IPA.

Lessons have been learned and there 
are suggestions for improvement should 
similar events be planned for the future, 
but overall the project should be seen as a 
great success. The overwhelming positive 
feedback coming from the children and 
parents and the incredible atmosphere on 
the days are testament to this.

As well as a short evaulation from the 
interviews and feedback, this report 
gathers together the philosphy and 
planning behind the sessions and is a 
useful resource for future similar projects.

If you buy stuff from 
the shop you know 
what it’s going to be, 
but if you come here 
you have random 
stuff, you don’t know 
what it is, so it’s fun.



Background to the project
Play is defined in the Playwork Principles as ‘freely chosen, self 
directed and intrinsically motivated’ and is central to children’s sense 
of self, their happiness, wellbeing and long term development.

More often it is highly structured and adult supervised and does not allow 
children to chose what they do and how they do it. By closing a street for four 
hours and giving children the right equipment, we provide them with the space, 
time and permission they need to play freely. At the same time, their behaviour 
shows us both how versatile they are in their use of the urban environment and 
how differently the city can be used. 

The play street concept derives from the ‘Playing Out’ movement which has grown 
rapidly across the country, supporting communities to organise road closures on 
their street so that children can play and residents can meet. The benefits are well 
documented. London’s Biggest Play Street would need to be different; located in the City 
of London, with no adjacent residential community, this project offered the opportunity 
to transfer the lessons learned from Playing Out, combined with the skills of playworkers 
who are well trained to support free play. 

ZCD Architects are child friendly city 
experts, working with local authorities, 
developers and communities to help 
design better neighbourhoods for children 
and young people so that they have as 
much opportunity for play and hanging 
out as possible. 

Planning policy is changing rapidly, 
particularly in London and so this is an 
ideal moment to think about what outdoor 
free play might look like in the context of 
a new museum and it’s immediate public 
realm. 

In addition and as well as the growing 
Playing Out movement there are an 
increasing number of events being 
organised across London, such as the 
Great Ormond Street Hospital’s play 
street, which at the time of writing has 
has decided to make this a regular event. 
There is also Car Free London Day which 
occured on 22nd September.

Closing the street to traffic and making 
it safe is the first step, beyond this we 
wanted to experiment with ‘loose parts’ 
play, which is seen as one of the best ways 
to support free play and would give us the 
opportunity to see how children and their 
families might interact with the space and 
equipment on offer.

Interaction with loose parts has been 
shown to encourage imaginative play and 
problem solving skills, as well as a sense 
of adventure and excitement for children. 
The tool kit of parts was made up of a 
variety of items, largely recycled materials 
that would have otherwise have been 
thrown away.

ZCD Architects led the team behind the 
project, working with Lucy Benson from 
Islington Play Association, Nikki Hafter 
who gathered the equipment and Eleanor 
Image from Play Association Tower 
Hamlets. Each of us have experience 
working with children and facilitating play 
and we combined our experience and 
skills to plan and deliver the play street 
sessions, explained in more detail over the 
following pages.

The organisation behind a project like this 
is critical; Nikki, Lucy and Eleanor brought 
knowledge about the type of equipment 
needed to provide maximum play value. 
The playworker approach provided 
the right balance of playfulness and 
permission for children and families. And 
ZCD Architects’ support, planning and 
disssemination set the right approach and 
message both for this and future projects 
to learn from.
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Polly Shields, Deputy Head of Hanover Primary 
School in Islington on the transformation of their 
playtimes:

‘The provision of loose parts (in our school) has 
transformed break times. While children still like to 
run as they come through the doors for break, they 
soon group themselves into different areas with 
different resources. They invent new ways to use 
the parts every day, whether building a new version 
of a den, inventing a game where tyres have to be 
rolled in different directions before being leapt over, 
building a ball chute and working out how to get the 
ball to roll faster, to jump, to end up in a container... 
the options are literally endless. When there’s heavy 
rain and a large puddle forms in the same place 
each time, crates and planks are used to bridge 
the water, and ball scoops are used to collect the 
puddle water to run down chutes made of guttering 
and balanced on blocks. The materials are used 
to create shelters, dress up in, hold up as flags on 
windy days, use as harnesses, and so on. Children 
are focused, co-operative and solving problems that 
they have set themselves every day. There are fewer 
accidents and arguments, and the adults find they are 
much less interesting to the children than the play 
opportunities. Everyone is happier.’

An excerpt from ‘Loose Parts Play, 
A Toolkit’ co-authored by Theresa 
Casey and Juliet Robertson:

“Loose parts are about real world 
learning for all children and young 
people. The process both of 
introducing them and of playing with 
them involves collaboration, sharing, 
thinking, problem- solving and 
decision-making where the outcome 
is evident – better play experiences. 
The impact of facilitating quality loose 
parts play is improved health and 
wellbeing and so a positive cycle is 
put in place”



Sessions

For each session the space was divided 
into four zones; a water area, a jumping 
area, a den area and a safe area for smaller 
children. Within each zone children were 
free to use the loose parts to invent, 
interact and play as they chose. A route 
through the whole play street was drawn 
on the tarmac in washable chalk paint and 
the roof was hung with colourful bunting 
and decorations. Staff from the Museum 
of London set up an awning with leaflets 
about Culture Mile and Playing Out.

Ten play workers were employed for each 
session, led by Eleanor Image. Together 
they set up the equipment, unloading 
it from a van and arranging it in the 
different zones. At the end of the day the 
equipment was loaded back into the van 
and taken to storage, ready for the next 
event.

Grand Avenue

The first two sessions were held in Grand Avenue on 10th and 17th 
August and the third in the Smithfield rotunda on 25th August.

Between midday and 4pm the play 
workers’ role was to facilitate rather than 
lead the children’s play. This included 
helping them find materials if they needed 
and giving guidance if asked. During 
the second session one experienced 
playworker spent her time painting on the 
sheets of cardboard which encouraged 
parents and children to join in, her role 
giving ‘permission’ rather than direction. 

It is important to provide plenty of 
materials, both to fill the space and also to 
allow freedom to choose how to play and 
to avoid conflict through scarcity. At the 
end of the first session the equipment was 
assessed so that additional materials could 
be sourced, such as cardboard carpet 
tubes for den building as this area had 
proved very popular. 

It is also important to adopt a watchful 
and responsive attitude and to be able to 
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Sessions

Smithfield rotunda

Painting: second session.

Eleanor Image, Playwork lead. 
‘By the end of the session as we packed up 
children of different ages who didn’t know 
each other were working together, using a 
few tyres, the small slide found in the market, 
pipes and the hedge to run water down into 
the paddling pools. It was interesting to watch 
how well they used less and less as we packed 
up around them, taking smaller loose parts 
(straws, bottle tops and watering cans) leaving 
the bigger pipes. 

adapt the sessions as they develop. The 
den building zone was also moved to the 
outer edge, giving it more prominence 
and allowing the smaller children’s area to 
be adjacent to the crash mats and tyres 
which were then used by both children 
and by parents/carers for seating. 

300 people attended the first session, 
almost 700 attended the second session 
and several thousand were at the Beastly 
Streets event altogether at the third. 
Eleanor noted that the second session was 
more diverse from an age and ethnicity 
perspective. 

The sessions in Grand Avenue 
demonstrated the benefits of a covered 
area for all weather situations. The third 
session was an extremely hot day, which 
meant the water area was very popular, 
again a responsive attitude and enough 
equipment meant that the session could 
be adapted to the unusual conditions.

The playworkers each wore a black t-shirt, 
making them easily identifiable and it 
was clear that the event was being run 
professionally. There were a couple of 
occasions where MoL staff were taking 
photographs or filming and this led to 
at least one upset parent. We would 
suggest that all adults, including official 
observers, film makers, photographers 
and evaluators wear a t-shirt in future and 
introduce themselves to the playwork 
team to avoid any confusion. 

It was also noted that the signage 
explaining photo consent could have been 
clearer and larger around the site.

The loose parts will now be recycled and 
reused by adventure playgrounds and 
Hanover School in Islington. 



Feedback and Evaluation
Museum of London asked ZCD Architects to carry out some evaluation of the sessions 
with children. We felt it was important to centre this on their experiences on the day, 
rather than asking them whether they liked or disliked anything. We therefore trained 
one of the playworkers, who has research experience to interview some of the children at 
each session. Callum Sida-Murray (pictured below) talked to the children whilst they were 
playing and asked them to describe what they were doing. Their descriptions of their play  
speaks volumes about the success of each session and gives us a rich understanding of 
the variety of activities, imagination and their feelings about what they were doing. This 
type of qualitative evaluation is often used in these situations and we hope gives MoL a 
clear sense of what was achieved.

Alongside the children’s voices, there is some feedback from parents/carers and from 
the playworkers during the debriefs at the end of each day where they discussed what 
they had learned, and what could improve in the following session. The interviews were 
overwhelmingly positive and we have drawn out some of the clearest responses.

The atmosphere on the day was fun but calm, the playworkers adopted a playful 
dispostition, which set the scene, giving children ‘permission’ to play freely. Some 
parents/carers behaved in that way too, playing alongside their children, some were very 
hands off and others were quite directing. Where they could, experienced playworkers 
encouraged parents and carers to hold back a little and give their children more freedom. 

The dwell time was very long, with some children and families staying for several hours, 
far longer than they had expected. The quotes from children speak for themselves and 
display a range of experiences, we have themed them in the appendix at the back.

10th August 25th August

Eleanor Image, play work lead
‘Having benches meant parents of older 
children could sit back while children 
engaged with playworkers and loose 
parts. One child spent ages ‘’putting 
fires out’’ this involved a playworker 
scribbling chalk on the floor and Dario 
pouring water on to put out the fire. 
Play extended to include others ‘’the fire 
stoppers’’ and involved travelling the 
world to other places to put out fires.’ 

Child ‘This fire won’t stop us!’ 

[Do you put out fires a lot at home?]

‘Yes. I make them in my room mainly...with my 
bed...I use a chair and blanket and tuck stuff into 
the sides of my bed, sometimes I use my desk, 
sometimes I destroy them and make them again.’

[Have you destroyed your den today?]

‘Yes, I destroyed it and built it a few times, then left 
it destroyed.’
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Feedback and Evaluation

Child ‘We can use tubes for making things, so 
there’s connecting things, and other people 
can sit on it, a person can sit at the end and 
the other person can sit here.’

Child ‘It’s a good place to play because there’s 
lots of free space’

Child ‘Best thing?: All the dens, just in one place’

Parent/carer
‘We would come again and recommend it to friends, there’s just not other environments in 
London you can do this sort of thing: Making stuff, in the way I would’ve been in woods making 
dens. 

They [the children] do similar stuff at home but not in an outside environment.’



Child ‘You can experiment 
with different materials and if it 
breaks down you know not to 
do it again’

Child ‘This is a party, but much 
better than my imagination... I 
need to get back to making.’

Child ‘If you buy stuff from the shop you 
know what it’s going to be, but if you come 
here you have random stuff, you don’t know 
what it is, so it’s fun.’

Children
‘We need something else around here...like 
carboard boxes’ 

‘I’ve got a lot of cardboard!’ 

‘Can we share?’
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Parent/carer
‘It’s brilliant, we’ve been here two hours and 
they’re not ready to go yet.’

Playworker
‘Only one adult complained their feet got wet, 
while they stood in the water zone where 
children were throwing water around. A group 
of children ran through water, shedding wet 
clothes as they went, it brought a lot of joy on 
the hot day.’

Parent/carer
‘They’re so imaginative! This is the perfect 
place for them. My other one is really into 
building, really hands-on.’

Parent/carer 
‘If someone took something, I want her to 
voice up and be like ‘No I want that’. So I do 
like to leave her alone a bit.’

Parent/carer 
‘I’ll be here [next week]. They love it! They get 
wet, they get dry, they don’t get bored.’

Play worker
‘It was really lovely to witness the creativity 
in the children’s play. I was supporting the 
shelter building section which was full of 
children all day. It was a joy to witness the 
engagement in the building process and 
support different children to stick, cut and 
position the necessary materials for their 
creations. 

‘Many children had such strong visions about what they wanted to create and how they were 
going to do it…. string had to be put here, gold tape was needed there, blue fabric for the top of 
the shelter etc...one girl even asked me to be the mechanical engineer for her house! There was 
one boy who created a house which included so many intricate details that it stood out in my 
memory. He included a door bell, security tap, a first aid kit and a letter box! He even asked his 
mum to write a postcard to go in the letter box. When discussing what he had built it was clear 
that he had a huge imagination and that the shelter building had been a great channel for his 
creativity and play.’



Costings and planning
The planning of the sessions included budgeting, which was split between Museum of 
London set up costs, Islington Play Association (IPA) and ZCD Architects. IPA were 
responsible for staffing and on costs, with some support from ZCD. ZCD Architects were 
responsible for the planning and briefing, including recruiting Nikki Hafter who organised 
the collection and assembly of the equipment.

The next few pages are an equipment schedule and layout plans. The sessions used 
mostly ‘found’ objects in scrap stores and that Nikki had previously collected. Nikki 
gathered the equipment over about a month, storing it in a space in Crumbles Castle, 
one of IPA’s adventure playgrounds. She purchased very little; mainly crash mats and 
chalk spray paint. There was a float on the day for extras and some more chalk spray was 
bought for the third session.

Prior to the sessions ZCD Architects drew up plans of the playstreets. This helped with 
the planning and organising of the equipment and to talk through the set up. It was 
important to protect the market structure, so fixings methods were pre-agreed. It was 
eventually decided to tie the bunting and decorations to balustrades behind the historic 
structure, which was also safe to fix to and secure. It was also agreed with the market that 
we could use their water supply. The maintenance team were helpful and supportive. IPA 
and Eleanor Image prepared a risk assessment for MoL.

As part of the project, ZCD Architects made links with Laura Walsh at Great Ormond 
Street Hospital; Will Norman the Mayor’s walking and cycling commissioner; Nicola Butler 
from Play England; Jack Sloan and Polly Shields from Hanover School and Alice Ferguson 
from Playing Out. All were supportive of the project and called be called upon for future 
collaborations.

Drawings by ZCD Architects. Section and elevation of Grand Avenue
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Playworker staff costs IPA £4,225

on costs IPA £3,400

Equipment sourcing ZCD Architects with Nikki Hafter £1,500

Van hire ZCD Architects with Nikki Hafter £500

Planning and briefing ZCD Architects £3,500

Evaluation and write up ZCD Architects £2,000

Portable toilet provision Museum of London £2,000

Security staff Museum of London £550

First aider Museum of London £300

Event managers Museum of London £2,500

Event safety plan Museum of London £1,250

Total £21,725

DECORATIONS/MISCELLANEOUS
1. 2. 3.

4. 5.

1. 8 No. Photo booth film rolls 

2. 12 No. Cutout discs for hanging 50cm dia.

3. 11 No. 1m pipe lagging to protect railings

4. 2 No. Anchor rope – 10m and 5 m lengths

5. 3 No. Cut out hearts for hanging 55cm dia.

6. Cord for hanging bunting (220m)

7. 2 No. Giant peace hands

8. 2 No. Giant chalks

9. Face paints

10. 12 No. Chalk spray paints for play workers to 
decorate floor

11. 4 No. Padded pallet benches 

12. Large white paper roll for drawing/crafts

6. 11.



ZONE 3- JUMPING AND BUILDING AREA

1. 2. 3. and 4. 5.

1. 2 No. Hoola hoops 

2. 6 No. Crash mats

3. 2 No. Large, 3 No. Small cable spools

ZONE 4- WATER AREA

1. 2. 3. 

5.

4.

6. 7.

4.

1. 2 No. Octagonal black flat tray 

2. Black plastic pipe corner piece

3. 1 No. Black plastic strip drain

4. Black and White plastic pipes

5. 2 No. Blue metal ladders/supports 

8. 9.

6. Space ship/rocket paddling pool

7. Car paddling pool

8. 2 No. Fun paddling pool

9. 1 No. Paddling pool and 200 balls

10. Plastic fruit, veg, boats, cars and animals

4. 2 No. Timber crates/pallets

5. 1 No. Timber crate with ply boards

6. Car tyres
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ZONE 1 - SMALL PERSONS AREA

1. 2. 3. 4. 5.

6. 7.

1. Giant foam sticks/shapes/pipes (approx. 2m)

2. 12 No. Pink and blue foam blocks

3. Giant zippable bag (to fill with balloons) 

4. Magic carpet 4.9 x 1.3m

5. 6 No. Astroturf pieces (biggest 1.6 x 0.9m)

6. 20 No. Carpet sample squares

7. Faux foliage trellis

8. 1 No. Small crash mat (6X4ft)

9. 20 No. Cushions

10. Shredded paper pom poms

10.9.

ZONE 2- DENS AND ENCLOSING AREA

1. 2. 3. 4. 5.

1. 12 No. 1.4m Cardboard poles

2. 12 No. 2m Cardboard poles

3. 18 No. XL fabric pieces

4. Pink velvet fabric roll 3 x 1.4m

5. Mirrored star bin

6. 6 No. various size cardboard poles

7. 1 No. Plastic tunnel

8. Inner tubes to hold tipi’s together



ZONE 4   
WATER AREA

ZONE 3    
JUMPING AREA

ZONE 1                            
SMALLER CHILDREN’S AREA

ZONE 2   
DENS AREA

-crash mats
-tyres
-big pipes
-water butts
-crates
-large cable spools

-bamboo poles
-card board boxes
-fabric
-tarpaulins
-timber

-soft carpet
-astroturf
-cushions
-chalk
-chairs
-trays
-balls

-paddling pools
-water tanks
-watering cans
-plastic guttering and pipes
-jugs and containers

Plan for Grand Avenue

Chalk

Face Painting
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ZONE 1 
SMALL 
CHILDREN’S 
AREA

-soft carpet
-astroturf
-cushions
-chalk
-chairs
-trays
-balls

Plan for Smithfield Rotunda

Chalk

ZONE 2   
DENS AREA
-bamboo poles
-card board boxes
-fabric
-tarpaulins
-timber

ZONE 3   
JUMPING ARE
-crash mats
-tyres
-big pipes
-water butts
-crates
-large cable spools

ZONE 4  
WATER AREA
-paddling pools
-water tanks
-watering cans
-plastic 
guttering and 
pipes
-jugs and 
containers

Grown Up 
Games Area

CarouselMarket

Mar
ke

t

Upswing rig

Tent



10th August

Chilled, areas flowed, good to have more soft stuff in the middle.

Water area good at end, buckets emptied into drains, parents got involved with constructing

Parents commented having the space to play was lovely

Water pipes moved / created different mechanisms, lots of options

Parents followed children’s lead, space provided more freedom, than a museum inside.

Things got made & rebuilt, space + attitude offered permission - throughout the day parents felt 
more comfortable with how resources were built

Quieter children could create own space, more extrovert kids built together, wool started to join 
dens together

Children played imaginatively “I flew here” parents followed their lead

“Felt like people all knew each other and were connected through the play experience” 

All ages helped each other

“There was no crying” No accidents, there were enough resources for everyone

Tyres used for baby peek a boo, cars made with crash mat in middle. 

Babies in boxes were happy

What concerns if any?...

… awareness of adults taking photos

Reminding adults to let the children dot things for themselves

Parents feeling nothing there for children – perception that it was for younger kids – but that’s not 
what kids said, also older kids found things to do – ones that complained stayed until the end.

Parallel play – adults were getting a lot out of it. Control, balance to give kids freedom

Parents saw how having a cardboard box / string and space does work to start playful moments

Kids playing swords with each other and parent concerned about “No hitting” “No fighting”

Good to endorse parents’ permission to let children play naturally

Good to see how the zones can be more fluid – now we’ve observed the space can change it up

Planning next week

Bigger signs – ways for kids to contribute (Hard with little ones)

Talking wall -> Questions

Ask open Questions…What’s it like here today? How does this feel…?

How did you hear about it? 

Time Out/Instagram

Playworker session notes
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17th August

Nikki, Lee & Callum took van back, before they left said, permission to play seemed more instant & 
free flowing this week. Lee who didn't work last week noted den area changed throughout the day 
with parents getting as much out of it as the kids.

Finley, Kubra, Tom, Vic, Frankie & Emma, we talked about how people heard about it, via Hoop & 
Instagram, we were told there were 600 people there so double last week with plenty to.do. we 
made the paint area much bigger, children got really into using the flat cardboard as a canvas, 
squeezing pallets from paint on corners & getting involved with texture, washing off in boxes of 
water. Face painting in this area too with parents more than children doing designs.

Vic (in paint area mostly on her own & busy all day) commented how patents & children didn't ask 
for much, interacting with playworkers less.

A bigger mix of ages & ethnic backgrounds.

In dens where Lee & Finley / Frankie were there was more space (despite a van parked in market all 
day) next to paint area  both were busy all day

Nikki had got a few more carpet tubes & straight away at 12 people arrived & were building. One 
Dad with twins was leading more than the kids, other kids. A boy from Czech Republic wanted to 
take his robot home, dens were taken down once not in use but robot stayed til end of the day 
although kid finally accepted it didn't have a ticket so left it there.

Some dressing up going on with fabric, tape & coloured plastic tape as hair additions (had to take 
care walking past 3 small dancing girls with tape wrapped in their bunches so as not to tread on 
plastic & pull their hair!)

Jumping & tyres had more activity, mainly facilitated by Tom who was talking to kids helping small 
ones climb & arranging lounging space for bigger kids when needed. 

Salt dough & water felt calmer, paddling pools lasting well & kids like clear plastic tubes best to 
follow journey of their ball / bottle top / straw 

Some parents asked if this happens every week, where can they do this more?

A patent offered & bought Fun a coffee.

Girls came from Toffee Park & were pleased to see Kubra, Emma.

We thought would be good to have more info to give out or sign post to about Toffee Park as 
nearest APG to area.

Callum spoke to quite a few families for evaluation.

'so brilliant to have this, can't play in this mess elsewhere'

'having this space to make a mess in is great'

Plans:

Tracky, Callum & I looked at street space again for next week, would help to load van & park there 
on Saturday to make Sunday morning easier, need to discuss different can hire arrangement but 
Lee (driver) & Callum are up for that.

Paint is finished but we felt we are happy to lose this for Sunday as access to water is limited & 
better used for water play zone. We have spray chalk to brighten area & chalks for kids to use 
which can be grated into water for drawing in road & pavement.

Tracky said she could find give a bit more budget, I feel this could go to van hire, fuel & time 



needed extra for Callum & Lee to do extra time Saturday & evaluation.

It would be great to have as many of same team as possible next week, know we have Callum, Lee, 
Kubra & Tom (thought it was Monday 26 so he needs to confirm he can do Sun 25.

Frankie & Emma were good, Kubra is making salt dough for Sunday.

One Mum.complained about the photos & filming as crew didn't wear tshirts, there were signs up 
but she didn't see them. Ben dealt with it don't think it was a big problem. Then I think they used a 
couple of our t-shirts so I'll let Lauren know we need couple more for Sunday (started the day with 
13 now have 11)

August 25th

Team: Lee, Callum, Kubra, Sofia, Misha, Tom, Elsa, Lauren & Eleanor

Different space on W Smithfield as party of the bigger event. Lee & Callum picked up the van and 
loaded it on Saturday to ensure early set up in line with the need to have all vehicles off site by 
10.30am with event starting at 11am. This day went on until 7pm, Tracky asked if a later finish was 
possible but with times Agreed for work and van to get back we couldn’t stay until 7pm. We agreed 
to slowly pack up starting at 4pm, arranged different van access and still be away by 6pm.

So pack down was slower, there were less children by 4.30pm, some stayed playing with the water 
and pipes up until 5.30pm when we put them in the van and had our de-brief. The team worked 
really well through the hot day, massive thanks to everyone and thanks to Lucy for visiting with 
fruit.

It was good to be outside although very hot we had bits of shade throughout the day and having 
the water zone meant children were keeping cool and moving between dens and water with the 
jumping  and crash mats moving around in the shade and on the pavement. Green circle of grass 
was toddler space which was mainly empty as in full sun until around 3pm.

By the end of the session as we packed up children of different ages who didn’t know each other 
were working together, using a few tyres, the small slide found in the market, pipes and the hedge 
to run water down into the paddling pools. It was interesting to watch how well they used less and 
less as we packed up around them, taking smaller loose parts (straws, bottle tops and watering 
cans) leaving he bigger pipes. 

There was a good mix of ages throughout the day, with the bigger event offering bars and street 
food more adults gravitated to the benches set up by MOL to sit and eat / drink. It gave parents 
another excuse to play for themselves with their children as well as making use of water to cool 
down.

Having benches meant parents of older children could sit back while children engaged with 
playworkers and loose parts. A child, Dario (also interviewed by Callum on tape) spent ages 
‘’putting fires out’’ this involved a playworker scribbling chalk on the floor and Dario pouring water 
on to put out the fire. Play extended to include others ‘’the fire stoppers’’ and involved travelling 
the world to other places to put out fires. Only one adult complained their feet got wet, while 
they stood in the water zone where children were throwing water around. A group of children ran 
through water, shedding wet clothes as they went, it brought a lot of joy on the hot day.

More than one parent said this was the ‘friendliest area’ it felt chilled all day, even when busy the 
play flow was steady. The sound of tape tearing and absorption in the den zone was obvious again 
and successful structures provided shade, giving groups of children and whole families some chilled 
out respite from the sun. 



London’s Biggest Play Street

Observations / extras / things to think about… 

Bubbles were great to blow and mixing liquid with water to create huge foam drifts was playful and 
fun, in future using baby bubble bath not bubble mix is better for children’s skin.

Kubra made lovely colourful play dough but it didn’t take too long to get mixed with water get very 
squashy and muddy coloured, best kept at a distance from water. 

Interviews were different to both previous weeks as children and parents talked about the event 
as a whole. Interview with Dario will hopefully tell his story of the fire / water / chalk play. Having 
spoken to his Mum turns out he came last year ’I don’t want to wait another year to do this’ he said 
when leaving.


